NATURAL TURF PRODUCTS

LOW MECHANICAL COMPLEXITY, HIGH RELIABILITY AND MADE IN THE USA.  WWW.GREENSGROOMER.COM
EFFECTIVE & EFFICIENT TURF MAINTENANCE BEGINS WITH GREENSGROOMER®

Since 1996, we’ve been focused on simple engineering solutions to turf maintenance — and our Natural Turf Groomers deliver superior results. We constantly examine our products with a refined eye, seeking to improve results and identify better ways to design and fabricate.

We’re proud to say that GreensGroomer is celebrating our 20th anniversary of serving the turf professional. Our guiding principle is to develop products which combine performance with a lower total cost of ownership. It’s simple. Equipment that spends more time in the shop isn’t very useful or efficient.

As we move forward, continue looking to GreensGroomer for products which provide innovation and cutting edge technology. We’re providing the right solutions at the right price.

It’s about simplifying problems, maximizing your personnel and saving money on ever tightening operational budgets.

We look forward to serving your needs now, and for the next 20 years.
TOPDRESSING WITH GREENSGROOMER

GreensGroomer’s design increases the effective brush surface area and with its precise brush angles, translates into significant performance gains. This design stands up the blades of the turf grass plant while the topdressing material is moved in four directions, forcing this material deeper into the canopy. This exacting movement provides support for the leaf blade while providing the ultimate protection for the crown of the plant.

This allows for true one-pass performance, reducing turf stress while breaking down aeration cores, filling holes and controlling the grain. This creates a healthier turf system in a shorter time.

The GreensGroomer and FairwayGroomer have raised the performance bar for topdressing products. It delivers even greater turf performance and efficiencies while delivering the same ease of use and a lower total cost of ownership.

Even often overlooked design considerations are resident on the GreensGroomer and FairwayGroomer — like perfect balance side to side and front to back. This balance allows for smooth brushing with no hopping. It won’t scuff, bruise, or damage turf. The electric actuator provides an infinite adjustment control, from wheels down transport to wheels up brushing.

- Drives Topdressing Deeper Into the Canopy
- Breaks Up Aeration Cores More Completely
- Reduces Stress to Greens
- Controls Turf Grain
- Promotes Grass Density & Plant Health
- Reduces Verticutting Frequency

Effective 12’ working width, and combined with our white brushes, makes for a 1-2 punch on fairway cleanup and core removal.
Beyond topdressing applications, the GreensGroomer makes a significant improvement in the quality of your greens mowing efforts. Brushing greens before mowing removes dew, stands the grass plant up, and creates a precise, consistent cut.

Grooming removes much of the grain, producing a much truer and smoother putt. Because a superior cut is achieved, the height of cut can also be raised and maintain the desired green speed with less stress to the grass plant. Older blades are raised by brushing and are cut off. This allows room for newer, more disease tolerant younger plants to emerge. By removing the older, weaker blades, you have also removed the material that is more likely to be attacked by disease.

Verticutting in the Spring and Fall is an acceptable practice, but under Summer stress grooming is superior for a couple of reasons. First, you can groom ALL Summer without damage or stress to the plant. Second, reel to bedknife is the only clean cut which exists for grass. Verticutting tends to wound blades, not allowing them to seal off as fast as during a Groom & Cut.

Frequency should be 2-3 times a week for mid to higher end clubs. For smaller clubs, brushing only once a week will still provide a major difference in playability.
IMPROVING GREENS PERFORMANCE

5 STEPS TO FASTER GREENS

Before you know it, you’ll achieve a tighter mow, healthier turf, and faster greens.

STEP 1 Mow your greens as you normally would. Reserve the trimmings and place into a pile. Identify as “Cut 1.”

STEP 2 With the GreensGroomer, brush your green in a long, consistent pattern.

STEP 3 Mow your green once again, at the same height as the previous mow. Reserve the trimmings and place into a pile. Identify as “Cut 2.”

STEP 4 Using the GreensGroomer once again, brush the green in the reverse direction in a long, consistent pattern.

STEP 5 Mow the green again, at the same height as the previous mow. Reserve the trimmings and place into a pile. Identify as “Cut 3.”

Compare the piles of trimmings. You’ll be amazed how effective the GreensGroomer is at controlling the grain and improving the quality of the mow. Players will enjoy the more consistent surface and appreciate the quality of the turf.

The GreensGroomer is superb for topdressing. It’s equally ideal to use on greens — especially as a part of your mowing routine.

When including the GreensGroomer in your mowing schedule, you’ll reach a better mow quality, more consistent surface, and faster green speeds. This has been proven using a simple measure - cuttings. Using the same mow height, you’re able to raise the grain prior to a second and third cut, resulting in a tighter, healthier mow. Dropping mow height is no longer needed to reach faster greens speeds.

- Improves Grass Health
- Creates a Precise, Consistent Cut
- Results in Faster Greens Speeds without Lowering Mow Height
- Results in a Truer, Smoother Roll
- Safe Grooming All Season Long

visit greensgroomer.com for specifications & more information
THE GREENSSLICER® & SPRING TINE RAKE

GREENSSLICER®—THE GENTLE APPROACH TO AERATION

- No Power Source Required
- No Hydraulics or Engine Operations
- Slicing Depth Controlled by Water Tank Ballast
- 2” On-Center Tine Spacing
- 48” Wide Tine Shafts

Imagine if you had the ability to spike or aerate without complex machinery, doing it with efficiency and performance. The GreensSlicer® is the answer. It’s a perfect addition to your equipment stable, without killing your budget.

As an affordable alternative to motorized methods, the GreensSlicer is a ground-driven, well-engineered performer. With reliability and longevity at its soul, the GreensSlicer is designed and tested for use on greens, tees, and fairways for overseeding; opening localized dry spots, and aeration.

The GreensSlicer is simply one of the smartest solutions to turf maintenance. As a straight, tow-behind unit, the GreensSlicer avoids all of the mechanical problems associated with hydraulics and engine operations. In keeping with the GreensGroomer mission of lower total cost of ownership, the GreensSlicer delivers on all counts.

SPRING TINE RAKE FOR DETHATCHING

Attached behind the GreensGroomer, the Spring Tine Rake allows for fast, efficient dethatching on tees and fairways. Consisting of 84 tines spaced 7/8” apart, the aggressiveness is adjustable for each row.

While the GreensGroomer stands grass up, the Spring Tine Rake combs through turf, pulling up thatch and removing runners. Great for overseeding preparation and requires less time than verticutting.
GREENSWAGON FOR MOWER TRANSPORT

GREENSWAGON

Easy transportation for your walk-behind mowers, without the price tag of OEM units. The GreensWagon adapts to the most common mowers from the Big Three as well as additional brands with the proper brackets.

With an extra wide stance, the GreensWagon provides a stable platform for transport. The heavy gauge steel construction and durable powder-coat finish will deliver many years of reliable service and the perforated deck makes for easy cleanup. Another example of GreensGroomer design with the Turf Professional in mind.

The GreensWagon comes with an easy, slide-out ramp. It takes just seconds to pull the ramp out, load your mower, engage the lock-down mechanism, and slide the ramp back. You’re off to the next green while protecting the drum, height adjustment roller, and bedknives. You’ll be assured an accurate cut from the first to the 18th green!

Standard on the GreensWagon are specially designed “wings”. These reinforced wheel housings protect the unit from damaging obstacles. As optional equipment, we produce heavy gauge fenders that further protect the unit and control spray.

BRACKETS FOR POPULAR BRANDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRACKETS FOR POPULAR BRANDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JACOBSEN 518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACOBSEN 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACOBSEN 526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACOBSEN TC 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORO 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORO 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORO 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORO 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORO 2120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORO FLEX 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORO FLEX 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN DEERE 180A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN DEERE 220A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN DEERE 180B/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN DEERE 220B/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN DEERE 260B/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM/RANSOME 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARONESS LM 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARONESS LM 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARONESS LM 66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The original GreensGroomer from 1996—so tough it’s still in use today.

The GreensGroomer Team is proud to be a part of and to serve the golf course industry. We look forward to a bright future together. Thank you to all of the wonderful turf professionals and dealers for your support.